Building bonds with other Communities

like WordPress
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THE STORY

ONE LOGIN WORLD
Built by the hosting industry, for the hosting industry.

Hacking the

Login
THE RESULT
IN NUMBERS

✅ 18 Participants
✅ 12 Relying Party integrations
✅ 2 Authority/Agent projects

✅ 11 Projects with working integrations
✅ Protocol proved and tested for interoperability
COMMUNITY COMPETENCE GROUP

- Started in May’19
- Focus on collaboration and synergies between different communities implementing ID4me for their projects
- Link to further protocol development within Technical Competence Group
- 26 active members on the Slack channel
…TO MATURITY

☑ Community work released:
  ☑ Frameworks & CMS:
    ☑ Wordpress Plugin (wordpress.org)
    ☑ Django & Django CMS (PyPi)
    ☑ Plone (PyPi)
  ☑ Libraries
    ☑ Php (Packagist)
    ☑ Python (PyPi)
    ☑ .NET (NuGet)
    ☑ Java* (Maven)
THERE ARE OTHER COMMUNITIES

☑️ Identity Agents
  ☑️ Identity Agent Hackathon by Denic

☑️ Identity Authority
  ☑️ Working out compatibility bridges between existing OIDC solutions and ID4me

☑️ OpenID Foundation
  ☑️ active on the Identity Assurance and Federation specifications
  ☑️ Clarifying questions to the Core specification
THINGS TO COME

✔ CMS support:
  ✔ Joomla!
  ✔ WordPress (version 2)
  ✔ Typo 3
  ✔ Drupal

✔ Support protocol development (PoC)

✔ Events
  ✔ CloudFest Hackathon 2020
  ✔ Follow-up Agent Hackathon by Denic
JOIN COMMUNITY COMPETENCE GROUP

- **https://id4me.org/community-competence-group/**
  #community_competence_group

- Share your challenges and ideas
- Stay close to the developing edge of ID4me
www.ID4me.org
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